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The purpose of this research project is to examine the
recording and reporting of depot level maintenance costs to
the Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense for Man-
power, Installations, and Logistics (OASD, MI&L) and the
interpretation of the costs in the OASD report RCS DD-M(A)
1397.
The analysis in this study is based on information ob-
tained from on-site visits to the SACRAMENTO ALC , CALIFORNIA
and by analysis of five years of depot cost data obtained
from OASD (of particular interest was the data from 1979-1983)
report 1397.
^ The results of this study indicated that if SACRAMENTO
ALC is representative of all ALC's, the Air Force has a
workable cost accumulation and reporting system which is
capable and responsive in providing the maintenance cost
data required by OASD. This study further revealed that in
its present form report RCS DD-M(A) 1397 is subject to
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The purpose of this research is to document the infor-
mation structure for the cost accounting, accumulating,
evaluating, and reporting of depot level maintenance and
repair by the Air Force through its various Air Logistics
Centers throughout the United States. One objective of
this research is to provide a greater understanding of
exactly how this information complies with and fulfills
the requirements of the Office of the Assistant Secretary
of Defense (OASD, MI&L) in providing relevant, useful,
and timely information to OASD in meeting Department of
Defense and higher level management decision needs.
These requirements are delineated in OASD's uniform cost
accounting handbook guidelines established in DOD 7220. 29-H,
the Department of Defense Depot Maintenance and Maintenance
Support Cost Accounting and Production Reporting Handbook.
Specifically, this project focuses on (1) the cost account-
ing, cost reporting procedures, and data entered by the
Sacramento Air Logistics Center, Sacramento, California in
its compliance with OASD Report RCS DD-M(A) 1397 and (2) how
this same data is used by the Office of the Secretary of
Defense.
B. HISTORY OF THE DEPOT MAINTENANCE COST ACCOUNTING SYSTEM
The Department of Defense attempted, as early as 1963,
to establish a cost accounting and reporting system which
would apply to all service depot level maintenance activi-
ties. This uniform system was deemed necessary for two
reasons. One, there were a variety of accounting practices
and procedures in use across and within the individual
services themselves. Two, the aggregated costs for repair,
overhaul and maintenance activities were not concise or
defined well enough to make adequate decisions.
According to Title IV of the National Security Act of
1947, as amended by Department of Defense regulations and
approved supplemental provisions, the Department of the
Air Force may finance, under the Air Force Industrial Fund
(AFIF)
,
organic and contract depot level maintenance a.t \
five Air Logistic Centers.
As noted in Air Force Logistics Command Regulation 170-10
of 28 June 1979, under the management control of the Air
Force Logistics Center, depot maintenance provides for:
(1) Overhaul, conversion, progressive maintenance,
modernization, modernization-conversion, interim
rework, modification, and repair of aircraft,
missiles, target drones, engines, accessories,
components, and equipment;
(2) The manufacture of parts and assemblies required to
support the above; and
9
(3) The furnishing of" other authorized services or
products for the Department of the Air Force and
other agencies of the DOD . When directed or
authorized by the Air Force Logistics Command or
higher authority, depot maintenance supplies
these products or services to agencies of other
departments of the U.S. Government, and to private
parties and other agencies.
On 1 July 1968, the Depot Maintenance Service, Air
Force Industrial Fund (DMS, AFIF) was implemented at all
air logistics centers (ALCs) and the Aerospace Guidance
and Metrology Center ( AGMC ) , Newark AFS . In 1972, the
Office of the Assistant Secretary of Defense (Manpower,
Installation and Logistics) chartered the Joint Logistics
Commanders (JLC) panel, whose purpose was to develop and
promulgate a uniform depot maintenance cost accounting
manual. The fruits of this panel's efforts were published
under the auspices of the OASD (Management Systems) as
Department of Defense Instruction 7220.29 "Guidance for
Cost Accounting and Reporting for Depot Maintenance
and Maintenance Support," October 20, 1975 and 7220. 29H
"Depot Maintenance and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting
and Production Reporting Handbook," October 21, 1975. The
target date for the implementation of this new system was
October 1, 1976.
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Specifically, the objectives of the new system were
stated in the Department of Defense Instruction 7220 .29 -H
as follows:
(1) To establish a uniform cost accounting system for
use in accumulating the costs of depot maintenance
activities as they relate to the weapon systems
supported or items maintained. This information
would enable managers to compare unit repair costs
with replacement cost.
(2) To assure uniform recording, accumulating and re-
porting on depot maintenance operations and main-
tenance support activities so that comparison of
repair costs can be made between depots and
between depots and contract sources performing
similar maintenance functions.
(3) To assist in measuring productivity, developing
performance and cost standards and determining areas
for management emphasis, which would enable managers
to evaluate depot maintenance and maintenance
support activities for efficient resource use.
(4) To provide a means of identifying maintenance
capability and duplication of capacity and indicating
both actual and potential areas for interservice
support of maintenance workload.
11
C. CURRENT STATUS
The system is not fully implemented by any of the
services and discrepancies in reporting still exist.
Costs cont inue to be identified and accounted for on
differing bases among and between depots of the services.
Instances of non-compliance with directives because of
longstanding differences between the services and the
Department of Defense concerning accounting practices have
resulted in significant errors in data reported to OASD
Comptroller. Presently, efforts to speed the installation
and acceptance of the uniform cost accounting system are
continuing. The JLC Panel has established the Joint
Depot Maintenance Analysis Group (JDMAG) whose goal is to
assure the elimination or explanation of costing in-
consistencies between the 'services . The JLC Aeronautical
Depot Maintenance Study Panel (JADMAG) established an
ad hoc group to monitor the implementation of the Depart-
ment of Defense Instruction 7220. 29-K and attempt resolu-
tion of service differences with Department of Defense
guidance. During the period of its existence, the group
identified twenty-eight basic accounting areas of disagree-
ment and recommended ninety-five changes to the handbook.
The group used the Joint Interpretive Issuance (JII) as
the vehicle to address the problem areas that it had
discovered and to express its opinion or recommendation.
Through its close coordination with the OASD Comptroller,
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the group was effective in reconciling the twenty-eight
problematic differences. The temporary charter for the ad
hoc group lapsed in December 1979 and in spite of its
effectiveness, as late as April 1981, eighteen areas of
the Department of Defense guidance had not been fully
implemented by one or more of the services. [Ref. 1]
D. METHODOLOGY
The procedure followed in this research project is to
describe the organizational structure that Sacramento
employs to meet its requirements as a Depot Level Main-
tenance Facility and the environment in which the Sacramento
ALC exists. This is followed by a brief description of
how costs are accumulated, aggregated, and reported for the
varying tasks assigned. Next, the costs reported by
numerous facilities for several similar items are analyzed.
Finally, the research concludes with major findings,
conclusions, and recommendations for further investigation.
It should be noted that this research is only one part of
a larger project to review the problems of uniform depot
maintenance cost accounting throughout the military services
The other studies contributing to this project are presently
being conducted at the Sacramento Army Depot and the Naval
Air Rework Facility, Jacksonville, Florida.
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II . AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
SACRAMENTO, CALIFORNIA
This chapter addresses the mission, organization, and
environment of the Sacramento Air Logistics Center. The
majority of information concerning this chapter was ex-
tracted from the McClellan Air Force Base Impact S3
publication, a command presentation by Comptroller personnel
during a base visit, and two subsequent visits.
A. ORGANIZATION
McClellan Air Force Base, located in Sacramento,
California is the home for one of the five major Air
Logistics Centers serving the Air Force worldwide. The
Air Logistics Center Sacramento (ALC) , has major depot
level maintenance responsibility for the geographic area
between 90 degrees East Longitude and 150 degrees West
Longitude except Alaska. "The Center reports to the Air
Force Logistics Command located at Wright Patterson Air
Force Base in Ohio. The Air Force Logistics Command
reports to the Air Staff and in turn to the Secretary of
the Air Force, and the Secretary of the Air Force reports
to the Secretary of Defense.
Within the ALC at Sacramento, the major Directorates
for the depot maintenance organization include: Directorate
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of Material Management, Directorate of Contracting and
Manufacturing, Directorate of Distribution, and Directorate
of Maintenance. Also, there are five other major commands
within the reporting organization including the Base
Commander for McClellan Air Force Base. This functional
command structure employs a comparatively high civilian
to military mix within the depot maintenance side while
employing a comparatively high military to civilian mix
on the military base operations side. This appears to be
in keeping with the mixes found throughout the ALC's
in the United States. [Ref. 2]
A review of the organizational chart in Figure 1 shows
how the A LC has both an operational and administrative
line of responsibility from the top of the organization
down to the individual units. This is typical of the
ALC's throughout the U.S. and bears no real variance
from the norm. This type of structure does allow the
routine administrative tasks to be performed without
burdening the operational command with daily tasks.
The typical staff support billets (eg, Chaplain and Legal)
are observed. It is interesting to note that the Comp-
troller is a primary staff job on the Base Commander's
staff yet designated as additional duty on the staff of
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Figure 1 Sacramento ALC
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B. MISSION OF THE AIR LOGISTICS CENTER
As stated in Impact '83, the mission of the Sacramento
ALC is twofold. First, Sacramento ALC provides world-
wide logistics support of assigned weapon systems, equip-
ment, and commodity items. Secondly, Sacramento ALC
performs an industrial type mission in providing maintenance,
supply, and contracting services essential to the Air
Force logistics.
Within the U.S. Air Force, Sacramento ALC currently
serves as System Manager for nine major aircraft , has
system management responsibility for 231 electronics
systems/programs, and 11 projects. This latter responsi-
bility, 11 projects, is broken down into 182 systems in
acquisition and seven in space systems including a portion
of the National Space Transportation System (Space Shuttle)kn:
Sacramento is also the lead Alc f° r the Missile and
Space Consolidated Space Operations Center. [Ref. 3]
Sacramento ALC has world wide item management respon-
sibility for fiber optic components and related items,
ground communication components, ground radar units, air-
frame components, and all airborne and ground generators.
Within the U.S. Air Force inventory, Sacramento AFLC
has maintenance responsibility for the repair and modifica-
tion of the EF/F/FB-111, A-10 , F-4 , F-106 , and the CT-39
training aircraft. Sacramento is also the Technology
Repair Center for hydraulics, flight control accessories,
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electrical electronics ' components , and ground communica-
tions and electronics. Sacramento also provides the
engineering management support for flight testing and
evaluation of hardware and software modifications to
assigned weapon systems. This test and evaluation involves
the identification of a need for modification of software
and/or hardware by the user to final implementation and
certification of the finished software and hardware
products . [Ref . 3
]
Further, engineering and reprogramming support is
supplied to a rapidly growing number of electronic systems
controlled by high speed digital computers. Large-scale
Integration Support Facilities (ISF) provide the
specialized environment necessary to make changes to these
Embedded Computer Systems (ECS) consistent with theNw
systems management objective. [Ref. 3]
Sacramento A LC contracts for material and some
services (usually "black box" items) needed for support
of its assigned weapon systems and commodity classes as
a part of its assigned central acquisition responsibility.
It also operates a modern Logistics Material Processing
Facility for receiving, material processing, preservation
and packaging, crating, and other essential functions to
provide the quick and vital distribution of goods to its
worldwide customers. [Refs. 3, 4]
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C. WORKFORCE AND MONETARY IMPACT
McClellan Air Force Base employs nearly 18000 people,
7204 in primarily general management positions, 6500 blue
collar workers, and 3967 military employees representing
567 officers (management) and 3400 airmen. Of those 7204
in General Manager /Schedule positions nearly 2428,' or
34% are at the GS-11 level or above. Of this, 6500 are
in jobs where the cost accounting system is actively used.
[Ref. 3]
For the year 1983, McClellan Air Force base spent
$1,578.8 million in appropriated funds and $8.5 million in
non-appropriated funds. Of this total expenditure,
$446.5 million was spent specifically in support of the
AFLC mission as reported to the Office of the Secret ai^CSjptf
Defense. McClellan 's workforce salaries aNpunt to ove 1
$1,104,060,000 annually. Economists have estimated that
for each industrial job, two support jobs are created in
the surrounding community ( ie , El Dorado, Placer, Sacramen-
to, and Yolo counties). Payroll" influence in each segment
of the surrounding community was based on the "Air Force
Salary Impact Report," a standard Air Force Reporting
system.
The impact on the surrounding community has been in-
fluenced even further by the contracting actions of
McClellan. In 1983, there were 178,744 contracting actions
California businesses were successful bidders on over 410
19
million dollars in contracts, with 46 million dollars
remaining in the local economy. The AFLC overall, awarded
contracts for $2.1 billion in the fiscal year 1983 with
the following distribution: $265.1 million to small
business firms; $8.0 million to minority business; and
$3.1 to women-owned businesses. [Ref. 3]
D. MANAGEMENT CONTROL SYSTEMS
As noted from interviews with the Assistant Accounting
and Finance Branch Officer and with a Division Manager, one
of the primary management tools used at the AFLC to
evaluate the performance of the depot maintenance sections
is the operating budget and its associated ancillary reports
(Appendixes A through E). This major accounting system
measures performance at three levels: the organizational,
the product, and the cost element (direct labor, direct
material, and other). The four major accounting systems
used to perform the task are: Actual Material Cost System,
Labor Distribution and Cost System, Budget and Management
Cost System, and the Production Cost System. These
accounting systems record, accumulate, and report the
costs in over 200 Resource Control Centers ( RCC ' s ) , 128
production centers (profit centers), and 60 overhead RCC '
s
(cost). [Refs. 4, 5]
The operating budget is formulated after the Directorate
of Material Management makes predictions on the expected
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workload for the coming year. This prediction is then
passed to the Comptroller for extended calculations to
prepare the annual operating budget. This budget is then
submitted to the Air Force Logistics Command at Wright-
Patterson for review along with the inputs for the other
AFLC ' s . The Logistics Command then returns each budget to
the respective Center with the necessary modifications to
the rate structure so as to have a zero profit /loss within
the Air Force Logistic Command Industrial Fund. These
modifications are then applied to provide stable rates to
all customers throughout the coming year. The adjusted
rates are also applied to the specific maintenance jobs.
Each job has a fixed price after the job has been evaluated
If this price exceeds 70% of the replacement cost, the
customer is appraised of the matter and makes the decision
to repair or replace. The price is negotiable only if
significant problems are found, otherwise the fixed price
remains whether or not the AFLC makes a "profit or loss."
The one exception to this policy is MISTR (Management
Items Subject to Repair) items where no adjustment is
allowed. The year end aggregate costs are forwarded to
the Air Force Logistics Command for review, and the Command
forwards the data, intact, to OASD . The data sent to the
AFLC must be annotated should any figures fall outside the
budget by more than 5% (Appendix F). [Ref. 6]
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Within the AFLC , the four major accounting systems
previously mentioned are used to manage and control costs.
The labor data that is provided is one day old and the
material costs are one month old. The reported material
costs are actual costs. However, the customer is billed
for the standard cost.. The work production efficiencies
for labor are measured against rates that may be up to
two years old. These efficiencies are based on historical
data that has been accumulated over the years and does not
normally take into account any learning curve, training time,
or the number of personnel that may be new to the RCC or
work center. These composite reports and the associated
data are available to the RCC on a daily, weekly, and
monthly basis. On a monthly basis, a meeting is held
to discuss areas of variances to help better manage the ^
associated costs within the various RCC ' s . [Refs. 7, 8]
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III. COST ACCOUNTING AND ACCUMULATION
This section discusses the various accounting systems
that are used at Sacramento Air Force Logistics Center to
meet the many . requirements of management and higher
authority. These systems are described in detail in the
second edition of Depot Maintenance Automated Data Systems,
written by the Directorate of Maintenance, Warner Robins
Air Logistics Center, Robins Air Force Base, Georgia.
The information for this section was taken from primarily
two sources: Depot Maintenance Automated Data Systems
brochure and three visits to McClellan AFLC--two focusing
on just the maintenance sections in order to observe the
systems in the field and speak with the managers.
The Air Force uses 31 various data systems to record,
accumulate, and report data at the Depot Maintenance Level.
The systems can be broken down into four Requirement
Systems, three Material Systems, seven Production Systems,
seven Cost Systems, and ten other Systems. This section
starts with how standards are set , the manner in which the
various material, manpower, and workload requirements are
established. Then the section moves through the accounting
systems where costs would actually be accumulated. [Ref. 8]
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A. REQUIREMENT SYSTEMS
The depot starts by determining exactly what kind of
funding it can expect in the budget years to come, what
type of products and services will be in demand, and just
what type of workload will be required to meet that demand.
Four data systems are used to carry out these objectives:
the Equipment Item Requirements System (DO 39), the Recover-
able Consumption Item Requirement System (DO 41), the
Repair Requirement Computation System (DO 73), and the
MISTR (Management of Items Subject to Repair) Require-
ments, Scheduling, and Analysis System (GO 19C).
The following, is a brief description of how each of
these systems is used to fit within the greater picture of
the previously mentioned Requirements System:
The Equipment Item and the Recoverable Item Require-
ments Systems, DO 39 and 41, maintain records of items
held in the Air Force and their associated usage or failure
rates. The input from these two systems generate some of
the information for the Repair Requirement Computation
System, DO 73. Knowing the repair requirements, the
Repair Requirement Computation System now requires inputs
to determine just how much of the requirements can be ful-
filled by the various maintenance facilities. The
Resources Management Division within the AFLC provides
this data as to the individual depots planned labor capa-
bility, amount of contract work expected, and the
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projected sales rate. This sales rate is usually about
two years behind the actual rate required for the present
year's work. The Resources Management Division also
develops the production labor efficiency rate for the year
which usually lags the actual rate by one year. Then
the DO 73 computer program compares the labor capability
with the end item repair requirements. This system makes
quarterly updates based on the inputs. These updates,
which have a six to nine month lag time before actual
production, are used to report the projected repair require-
ments for the year's forthcoming quarters and the projected
requirements for the upcoming fiscal years. The report
that reflects this information is called the DO 73.X21.
The DO 73.X21 report is reviewed by both an assigned
Item Inventory Manager and a Production Management
Specialist to ensure that the information is accurate,
valid, and reflects the latest information on generation
rates, carcass availability, shop flow times, and parts
support before they are forwarded to the production manage-
ment technician. The production management technician
validates this information based on the local maintenance
capabilities, equipment status, and maintenance capacity.
After agreement by both the Inventory Manager and the
Production Management Specialist, the report then becomes
the Work Source Objective, or DO 73.Z11.
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By a comparison of the manhour requirements for each
item, the mission essential code assigned, and the Planned
Labor Capability from the Zll , the applied work and unap-
plied work is determined. Should an applied item be
removed from the workload negotiation, then an unapplied
item 'fills the gap based on prioritization established
earlier through the use of mission essential codes.
Should an item be under repair for the first time, a
AFLC Form 801 is completed by several personnel who
provide the appropriate data for the MISTR Repair Require-
ments form. The data contained on the MISTR form includes
but is not limited to the following: source of repair,
estimated labor hours, shop flow days, repair cost by
quarter, unit price, weapon system applicability, and
quarterly input requirements. It is this document that is
then entered into the GO 19C system, the Master MISTR
file.
MISTR items come under a special concept called "Differen-
tial Management." The MISTR items are grouped into two
different management categories based on percent of the
item population and resources consumed in repair or manu-
facture. The first management category is the Planned
Program Management (PPM) category where high volume items
take up 20% of the item population, yet consume 80% of the
organic resources. The criteria for PPM qualification is
an annual unit repair requirement of thirteen items or more
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or a total annual repair cost of $50,000 or more. The
second category is composed of those items that are low-
volume, low cost, using only 20" of the organic resources
and occupying 80% of the item population. These are the
Controlled Program Management items (CPM).
The Requirements System can then be summarized by
saying that four sub-systems ( ie , DO 39, DO 41, DO 73,
and GO 19C) each gather data in order to determine what
the parts, material, and labor requirements are going to be
in the future and what type of expectation management can
have in planning to meet these forecast requirements.
The systems are divided such that two, DO 39 and DO 41
establish the various parts and material requirements and
feed this information into the DO 73 system. The DO 73
* system then gathers its labor data on the projected labor
and maintenance capabilities of the AFLC to develop an
integrated, plan to meet all projections. The GO 19C
system is a special application system where items are
categorized by the amount of resources consumed and portion
of the total item population occupied. The latter system,
GO 19C, is more a management tool for tracking items of
high volume and cost and high population proportion than
for purposes of establishing any specific requirements.
B. MATERIAL SYSTEMS
Three material systems exist to support the depot
level maintenance: The Material Support System (GOO 5M),
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the Master Material Support Record System (DO 49), and the
Depot Supply Stock Control and Distribution System (DO 33).
Of the three, only one of the systems, the Material
Support System, has a direct impact for the planner of any
particular work order. The Material Support System receives
its input and updates from the Master Material Support
Record System. It's physically located at the Sacramento
AFLC , and maintains the full range of data concerning the
items required to repair a unit , down to the various
material usage factors. The planner makes a request for a
bill of material to the Material Support System and re-
ceives a Bill of Material listing not only the materials
required for an item repair but also information on the
basis for projecting the material requirement, the material
supportability , and the material standard cost. Should
this information not be in system, the Master or Material
Support Systems (DO 49 and GO 05M), the planner must then
refer to the technical orders, manuals, parts breakdown
lists, and any available engineering drawings to develop
an appropriate Bill of Material.
The other two systems, the Master and the Depot Supply
Stock Control and Distribution System (DO 49 and GOO 5M),
exist mainly support and track the parts status within the
Air Force. The systems use the requirements from the
planners as the Bill of Material data are called for, the
occurrence factor, the number of units per assembly, and the
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unit repair requirements to maintain and control the
appropriate stock levels in the stock and distribution
system. Periodically, the GOO 5M system generates a
listing of material shortages and various support abil ity
reports which aid item managers in determining support
posture and monitoring of the material acquisition process.
The shop on the floor gains access to the materials
and parts required for a job by submitting an AFLC Form
244. This form enters the material support system causing
actions to take place which record the transaction, issue
an order document , and inform the various management supply
and support systems of the withdrawal of an asset. On the
form, the necessary information is available to charge the
material withdrawal to the appropriate job. The Form 244
also triggers the General and System Support Stock Fund *i
System (HO 42C) to make a bill in order to affect the
necessary transfer of funds from the Stock Fund to the
Industrial Fund. This process exists to support direct
and indirect material and exchangeable items.
In summary, one of the three systems, the DO 49,
serves as a historical master file containing all per-
tinent data concerning material requirements for a
particular item. The GOO 5M serves as the direct interface
to the planner for information on material requirements for
an item or job. The GOO 5M interface also serves to update
the master file. The last system, DO 33, serves to keep
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track of the demands presented to the other systems and
interface with the GOO 5M system to periodically generate
listings of items that appear to be in shortage or need of
special attention by the Item Manager. The person on the
shop floor never really interacts directly with any of the
systems, yet depends upon the information accuracy to do
his job properly and thus maintain high production levels.
C. PRODUCTION SYSTEMS
The Production System is supported by seven different
data collection and accounting systems. In brief, the
system that acts as a conduit, sorter, and input for five
of the systems is the Remote Data Collection System
(GO 14). The production count information is collected and
entered from production count cards to the GO 14 system. _
The GO 14 system then sorts the information into one of
five different categories or systems. The last system
in the Production side is the Labor Standards system,
EO 46B , where the established labor standards are filed.
A brief description of each production reporting system
follows to enhance the understanding of exactly how the
systems interact and produce a management tool
.
(1) The Remote Data Collection System, GO 14, starts
with a production count card submitted by each
RCC supervisor. The information is entered in
the RT-16 computer and transferred to tape every
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two to four hours for further daily processing
by the Remote Data Collection System into one of
the five other production systems described below.
(2) The Precision Measurement Calibration, Production,
and Certification Data System, GO 41, not only
records all production on PME equipment, but also
automatically schedules equipment into the labora-
tory at set intervals for re-calibration and person-
nel for recert if icat ion of critical skills. This
system may soon be transferred to another system,
the Maintenance Management Information and Control
System (MMICS, GO 73)
.
(3) The Aircraft and Serialized Production Data and
Scheduling System, GO 37E
,
plans, schedules, and
controls the modification and repair of aircraft
and other serialized work. The system is centered
around the PERT network technique. From the system
new critical paths are established daily, based on
the previous days information.
(4) The GOO 4L system, Other Production Count, reports
on those items that do not fall into the GO 37E
system, aircraft and serialized workloads. This
system reports predominantly on MISTR items.
(5) The Labor Distribution and Cost System, GO 37G,
receives input from the Civilian Labor Cost System,
H00 2, and the Military Cost System, HO 69. The
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Labor Distribution and Cost System applies an
acceleration factor to the labor rates to reflect
the government contributed fringe benefits. The
hours recorded are actually the exception to the
normal duty station assignments. This is to
say that assignments to Temporary Duty Assignments,
leave, sick leave, and shop steward business are
reported to the system and subtracted from the normal
work hours one would have at any given work station.
An important management tool to come out of this sys-
tem is the daily labor summary and effectiveness
report. This report is seen daily by the Maintenance
manager and the shop manager allowing each to
evaluate just how effective their unit was the
previous day. ",
In summary, the five systems are used to take the produc-
tion count from the shops, apply the labor standards (stan-
dard hours) established for the jobs reported, and come up
with the Standard Direct Product Hours (production count
times standard hours) to be processed by the applicable
production count system, PME , Aircraft, or Other Production
Count System (GOO 41, GO 37E , GOO 4L respectively).
This data (standard direct product hours) is then compared
with the hours reported by exception in the Labor Distri-
bution and Cost System, GO 37G, to compute the Direct
Product Actual Hours. The Direct Product Actual Hours are
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divided into the Standard Direct Product Hours to yield
the effectiveness ratio reported daily.
The production system can be summarized most readily by
saying that "actual" hours spent on any particular item are
not recorded, however the average hours spent per item is
reported. The system is designed to account for the average
hours spent on any particular item by using exception
reporting and then use this average hours figure to compare
with an engineered standard to arrive at an efficiency or
effectiveness ratio,
D. COST SYSTEMS
The cost systems, seven in all, form the last major
group of systems used to accumulate, record, and report
the costs incurred in depot level maintenance. Only six
of the seven systems are actually used by the individual
depot in its accounting, the Total Command (meaning the
entire Air Force) Depot Maintenance Cost, or HO 36B
System being used solely by Air Force Headquarters at
Wright Patterson Air Force Base. The six systems used
by the individual depot are: (a) Depot Maintenace Budget
and Management Cost System, GO 35A
,
(b) Depot Maintenance
Production Cost System, GO 72A
,
(c) Workload Programming,
Planning, and Control System, GO 4C
,
(d) Maintenance Actual
Material Cost System, GO 4H
,
(e) Project Order Control
System, GO 4B
,
(f) Depot Maintenance and Maintenance
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Support Cost Accounting and Production Reporting System,
HO 36A. The interaction of the systems are explained
briefly.
The Depot Maintenance Budget and Management Cost
System, GO 35A
,
performs several major functions: develop-
ing the Operating Cost Based Budget, the basis for
establishing the sales rate used throughout the year on
costing the production output, and collecting the actual
costs to be compared against the budgeted cost at the
Resource Control Center ( RCC ) level. These functions
include collecting the actual material cost from the GOO 4H
system (Maintenance Actual Material Cost System), the labor
cost from the GO 376 system (Maintenance Labor Distribution
and Cost System) , other direct costs from the GO 72A
system (Depot Maintenance Production Cost System), and
some overhead costs that are input manually by the
individual depot . The -costs reported by the Depot Main-
tenance Budget and Mangement Cost System should equal the
total organic expenses included in the Industrial Fund's
General Ledger and approximate the expense input of the
Work In Process account in the Depot Maintenance Produc-
tion Cost System.
Specifically, the Operating Cost Based Budget (OCBB),
is prepared before the beginning of the fiscal year, by fis-
cal quarter, and for the entire fiscal year. The three
basic expenses developed at the RCC level and input to the
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system are direct expense, operations overhead expense, and
general and administrative expense. The direct expense
includes material, labor, and other direct expense costs
such as contractural services. The operations overhead
costs are those costs which cannot be economically iden-
tified with a specific job order. These allocated costs
include indirect labor, material, and other indirect costs
incurred by the individual shop. Part of the allocated
costs would include such things as scheduling and planning,
engineering, and quality control. The general and adminis-
trative costs include all other depot maintenance labor
outside of the individual product division and other
material expenses not classified as direct or operations
overhead.
The Operating Cc*§t Based Budget is then mechanically
developed in the GO 35A system from the costs input from
the RCC level -and the Planned Labor Application data
compiled by the Resource Management Division. These data
inputs then form the basis for the sales rate to be applied
during the year for determining the costs to be billed to
the customer for production work performed at the depot.
It is this sales rate, and thus projected budget, that is
adjusted by the Air Force Logistics Command at Wright
Patterson to have the Air Force Industrial Fund breakeven.
For the Air Force Industrial Fund to breakeven, Sacramento
may be required to operate at a "loss" for the year with
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its adjusted sales rate figure. The other depots "may be
operating with adjusted sales rates that would require them
to operate at a "profit" giving the Air Force Logistics
Command its breakeven revenue. [Ref. 9]
From the approved/adjusted sales rate, an expense
rate/price for every conceivable element of cost, both
funded and unfunded, is developed for future pricing pur-
poses. These rates are accumulated in the GOO 4C system,
Work Load and Program Control System. And yet another
output of the GO 35A system are various reports that
compare the budgeted cost at the RCC level to the actual
costs .
The OCBB is the first function of the GO. 35A system
with the second function being collection of actual costs.
Actual costs are collected through mechanical interfaces
to the other data systems. The material costs come from
the GOO 4H system, labor costs from the GO 37G system, and
other direct costs from the GO 72A system. These costs are
then segregated into direct and overhead costs, with the
overhead being distributed to the applicable supported RCC
and the applicable job order. The results from both the
direct and overhead distribution by RCC and job order are
then sent to the GO 72A system in the form of labor,
material, overhead for each RCC and or job order.
The Depot Maintenance Production Cost System, GO 72A,
is the system that computes the end item sales price.
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Without an actual hours accounting system, the labor
hours figure used to determine labor cost is the Direct
Product Actual Hours computed in the GO 37G system. The
actual hours are prorated in two steps to arrive at the
actual hours to be used in the cost computation. First,
actual hours for an individual RCC are divided by its
total earned hours (total hours available for production)
yielding an actual hour distribution factor. This factor
is then multiplied by the job order standard direct pro-
duct hours (from the EO 46B system) to give the applied
actual hours for an individual job order. Individual
job actual dollar c6sts are prorated in the same fashion.
The material costs are input to. the GO 72A system by
individual stock number using the GOO 4H system, Maintenance
Actual Material Cost System. The operations overhead and
the general and administrative costs are prorated to the
individual jobs based on the standard direct product hours
received from the GOO 4L system (Job Order Production
Master System). These operations, administrative and
maintenance costs are accumulated in the GO 35A system.
The other direct costs that may be associated with a job,
TDY and/or contract services, will be input manually
through the KA 16 system.
Thus, the GO 72A system collects the individual job
order labor, material, and G & A costs from the following
"holding/accumulating" systems, GO 37G , and GOO 4H , and
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the GO 35A systems respectively, to develop the end item
"actual" cost. At the same time the system collects labor,
material, and G & A expense data from the RCC ' s to come
up with the end item sales price (adjusted by Air Force
Headquarters) that was based on the Planned Labor
Application data. Therefore, the GO 72A , shows the end
item sales price equal to the end item cost.
The Project Order Control System, GOO 4B , is used to
assure an adequate inflow of cash to the Industrial Fund
through Progress billing and serves to output various
funding status reports used by management. The Progress
billing is a monthly process to offset the expenses incurred
until the final sale is made. On serialized work loads
and aircra^^ljNbil 1 ing is on the basis of earned hours.
NvThe variou^Weports output by the system are used by
management to identify overruns, deficits, and keep the
customer aware of the costs incurred.
The HO 36A system aggregates the total costs incurred
for an end item at the end item or serial number level
.
The primary input is from the GO 72A system, with inputs
from the HO 73, Weapon System Support Cost System, and
the GO 72D, Contract Cost Data System as applicable.
E. OTHER SYSTEMS
Ten other data and reporting systems interface with the
previously mentioned systems. The other systems are of an
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auxiliary nature and serve management as information systems
and are not of primary importance to the cost accounting,
accumulating, and reporting effort. These other ten
systems are listed in Appendix F.
F . SUMMARY
The cost reporting, accumulating, and reporting entails
31 different systems broken down into four major categories:
Requirements, Material, Production, Cost and Other. A
brief review of the major systems is presented.
The Requirements System can be divided into two group-
ings. The one group, DO 39 (Equipment Item Requirements
Computation System) and DO 41 (Recoverable-Consumption
Item Requirement System) establish the various parts and
malarial requirements and input this information into the
DO»73 or Repair Requirement Computation System. The other
group has special applications. The DO 73 uses information
from the two - previous systems and information concerning
labor capabilities and capacities to develop an integrated
projection to meet all forecast requirements. The GO 19C
(MISR Requirements, Scheduling and Analysis Sytem), using
information from the DO 73 system, is designed to manage
items that are categorized by the amount of resources
consumed and portion of the total item population occupied.
The Material System can be characterized as having one
historical system, one interface system, and one management
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system. The historical system, DO 49 or Master Material
Support Record System contains all pertinent data concerning
material requirements for any particular item. The GOO 5M
system or Depot Maintenance Material Support System acts
as an interface between the job planner and the Master
Material Support System and updates the Master System as
required. The DO 33 System or Depot Supply Stock Control
and Distribution System is used by management to track
the demands for material through the other systems and
periodically generate listings of items that appear to
need special attention by an Item Manager.
The Production System can be broken down into three
basic groups: Collection System and subsystems, Standards,
and Quality Assurance. The collection system of major
importance, the Remote Data Collection System, (GO l^)"'^fets
as the focal point of data accumulation and sorting for *
five other systems: (a) Precision measurement calibration,
production and certification data, GO 41, (b) Aircraft and
serialized production data and scheduling information,
GO 37E
, (c) Other production count, GO 4L , (d) Labor
exceptions, GO 37G, and (e) Quality Assurance Data, GO 56.
The data is collected and sorted and labor standards applied
from the Labor Standards Mechanization System, EO 46B to
compute the Standard Direct Product Hour ( SDPH ) . The
SPDH is then compared with the hours reported by exception
in the Labor Distribution and Cost System, GO 37, to compute
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the Direct Product Actual Hours and the effectiveness
ratio for each RCC . The Quality Assurance System receives
inputs from the Remote Data Collection System and the Other
Production Count System.
Production is measured in average hours spent on an
item by using exception reporting and engineered standards.
The average hours are compared with the engineered standards
to arrive at an efficiency or effectiveness ratio. In
actuality, the actual labor hours spent on any particular
item are an average despite being called Direct Product
Actual Hours
.
The Costs System can be represented by a budgeting
and actual cost system, an end item pricing and costing
system, an accumulation system, and a managemej&A^syst em
.
The GO 35A, Depot Maintenance Budget and ManagU&nt Cost
System uses information from the other systems to develop
an operating budget for upcoming budget years and establish
a sales rate for RCC expense rate. The GO 35A also collects
the actual costs incurred during the year to output reports
for comparison of budgeted vs. actual costs by RCC. The
GO 72A, Depot Maintenance Production Cost System, uses
information from the other systems: GO 5M (Material),
EO 46B (Standards), GO 4L (Production Count), and GOO 4C
(Expense rate) to arrive at an end item sales price on the
one hand and information from the actual costing systems:
GO 4L (Production Count), GO 37G (Labor Costs), GOO 4H
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(Material), and GO 35A (G & A and Overhead) to arrive at
the actual end item cost on the other hand.
The accumulation system, the GOO 4C , Work Load and
Program Control System converts the RCC rates to work
load pricing rates for most every conceivable element of
cost .
The management systems are the HO 36A and 36B , Depot
Maintenance and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting and




IV. OBSERVATIONS ON REPORT 1397
This section addresses two. issues. First, how data gets
to OASD from the Sacramento AFLC . Second, how the 1397
Report might best be used to aggregate the data to address
the objectives stated in the DOD 7220.29 instruction.
A. HOW OASD RECEIVES THE DATA FROM THE AIR FORCE
Using the cost accumulation systems described in
Chapter III, the data, in the form of HO 36A (Depot
Maintenance and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting and
Production Reporting System-ALC) report, is compiled by
AFLC Sacramento and sent to the Air Force Logistics
Command, Wright-Patterson Air Force Base, Ohio. The data
are sent to HQ AFLC via electronic" means from a tape.
The transmission process includes no known means of
data/error checking to insure that all information as
reported by Sacramento is received in its entirety by
Headquarters AFLC. Before the HO 36A (Depot Maintenance
and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting and Production
Reporting System-ALC) leaves Sacramento however, five
reports are generated to check for problems such as; a
missing inventory price or for errors in the field, owner/
operator. The Headquarters receives the HO 36A report from
the depots prior to the end of the fiscal year and
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consolidates the data into the HO 36B (Depot Maintenance
and Maintenance Support Cost Accounting and Production
Reporting System-HQ ALC ) report. One of the efforts
of the consolidation is to ensure that the HO 36B is
programmed to provide an average unit repair cost . The
HO 36B report is sent on magnetic tape to the Office of the
Secretary of Defense (Comptroller) by 31 January of each
year. [Ref. 10, 11]
B. A REVIEW OF THE 1397 REPORT
The following three objectives of the DOD 7220. 29H in-
struction included in Appendix H were selected in order to
focus the research in the 1397 report: (a) Compare unit
cost incurred with the alternate of replacement cost;
(b) Compare cost amJK^organic depots or between organic
and contract sources^and (c) Compare depot maintenance
and maintenance support activities for efficient use of
resources, and identify marginally efficient maintenance
activities. These objectives were chosen as they appear
to be those in which an outside party, such as Congress,
might be most likely to have an interest in. The focus of
the remaining objectives in the 7220.29 appear to be
along the lines- of objectives for local depot managers.
The 1397 report format was reviewed to determine which
table(s) would best address the chosen objectives. A
listing of the tables presented in the 1397 report is
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included in Appendix H. Table 14 was selected as the most
likely source of readily available and useful information.
Due to the format, the data seem to allow a comparison of
the cost of maintenance, repair, overhaul, and manufacture
between varying depots and/or contractors. The presentation
of the column "Maintenance Cost /Unit" would seem to allow
a valid comparison of the efficiency of the various depots,
or some measure of their efficient resource allocation.
No other table is formatted in a manner which appears to
address the objectives so precisely. [Ref. 12]
The depot at Ogden, Utah was selected to compare with
the Sacramento depot primarily due to their proximity to
the Naval Postgraduate School. A review of Tables 4 and
6 data from the 1397 report show similarities between the
depots whicfifgfurther support this choice. Items that would
tend to suppfort valid comparability are as follows:
(1) Total cost or business of Sacramento is within 1.6%
of Ogden
.
(2) Funded cost of Sacramento is within 8.6% of Ogden.
(3) Labor hours of Sacramento are within 5.6% of Ogden.
(4) Direct labor cost of Sacramento is within 11.4% of
Ogden despite a 6.2% variance in labor cost /hour.
(5) Maintenance support cost of Sacramento is 1.8%
below that of Ogden.
(6) Product indirect cost is within a .4% variance.
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(7) G k A cost between the two is within a 3.6% variance.
Items that would tend not to support comparability, yet if
accounted for in final analysis or decision making, would
not be detrimental are as follows:
(1) Direct Material Cost of Sacramento is 29.5% higher
than Ogden
.
(2) Other Direct Cost of Sacramento is 49.7% higher than
Ogden
.
Table 1 represents data that are relevant to the ob-
servations that follow. The difference column in Table 1
identifies the similarities and differences relating to
the Selected Records which are discussed and reviewed.
The notes at the bottom of the table are also important
to keep in mind when looking at Table 14 data or the
Selected Record data.
C. TABLE 14 AND SELECTED RECORDS
In the researching of Table 14 data, the records
ultimately chosen for a closer review were selected based
on the following: (a) Items having the greatest difference
in unit cost between Sacramento and Ogden thereby possibly
comparing efficiencies, (b) Items that had relatively
similar quantities being worked so as to minimize the
impact of economies of scale and enhance the validity of
any comparisons, and (c) Items which might be most easily
















> Prod. Ind. Cost
Prod. Ind. Cost/L. Hr
.
G k A Cost
G k A Cost/L. Hr.
Mat. to L. Ratio
Prod. Ind. to L. Ra";io
G & A to L. Ratio
Sacramento Ogden % Diff
36G ,763,000 360,536 ,000 1.6
97.22 88.85 8.6
7,593,000 7,162 ,000 5.6
116 ,194 ,000 102 ,918,000 11.4
15. 32 1 14.37
.
6.2
215,716 ,000 152,061,000 29.5
'28.41 21.23 25.2
6 ,708,000 3,369,000 49.7
37,144 ,000 37 ,821 ,000 1.8
98 ,779,000 99,110 ,000 ^^0.4
13. 01 2 13. 84 3 6.0
54 ,695,000 56 ,734 ,000 3.6
27.20 7.92 9.0
1.86 1.48 20.0
.85 2 .96 11.4
.47 2 .55 14.5
Notes
:
Based on San Francisco area wages. The highest of all ALC '
s
2
The lowest rate of all ALC *
s
3The highest of all ALC '
s
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went into that particular item number (items with only four
digits represent major groupings of items and specific
identifiable cost are difficult to segregate). Realizing
that the items selected had already met one cr iteria--the
Table 14 inclusion criteria, total cost times product
quantity equals $50,000 or more--the items chosen are
only used to illustrate areas of consideration and not to
imply that they represent a valid audit procedure which
could be extended to the entire population.
D. GENERAL REVIEW OF TABLE 14 CONTENTS
In a general review of Table 14 data, before particular
attention was directed to Sacramento or Ogden Depots, some
general observations were made. The observations relate
• to recommendations for additional analysis in the last
chapter
.
(1) For 1983, 44,422 selected records meet the Table
14 criteria for reporting, (total cost times quantity
is greater than $50,000), with two or more depots
reporting depot level work on the item. This
figure is important later when it is difficult to
find two or more depots, to compare cost figures with,
reporting on the same item.
(2) The 44,422 records represent approximately 1900
separate items, of which only 380 items (13 digit
ID number items) or 20% of the total item population
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were worked at two or more depots. Of. those 380,
only 16 or 4.2% were worked at both Sacramento and
Ogden . (It should be remembered that this low figure
of dual depot work is in keeping with the Air Force




(3) Items 1560008845840 through 1560008978397 (14 in all)
though separate and individual, show the same quan-
tity for each of the 14 separate items, worked at
Oklahoma AFLC . It could be that these are separate
components of a common larger item? (i.e., 14
"attachment devices," each having one nut and one
bolt). The point being, that the cost /unit
difference, may be the item difference in cost /unit
(nut or bolt), but not the true cumulative difference
(attachment device) for all items that make up the
larger composite item. This individual item cost/unit
would fail to indicate the true cost / "composite"
unit (attachment device) and thus fail to indicate
any possible cost efficiency at the depot for the
composite unit unless the data is aggregated in a
different fashion. At the same time, the present
breakdown by component item may more realistically
indicate an efficiency at one depot vice another for
the same individual item.- Can we determine which of
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the latter two forms is the best to use. Does the
form really allow a valid conclusion to be drawn from
the information presented?
(4) Items 1680010366393 through 1680010366398 (6 items)
show a constant cost/unit of $699 for each of the
6 items overhauled at the Oklahoma AFLC . The same
items worked at the San Antonio AFLC reflect varying
cost /unit. Does this information reflect the actual
costs incurred, poor management control on costs, poor
error checking in transmission of data, or is the
data valid and indicative of true efficiencies that
• should be incorporated at one depot or the other?
Does this data merely reflect a difference in the
sales price rate that the depots charge a customer?
Can this data be relied njpon by OASD to make anv of
the decisions required to be made based on Table 14
data? Does it reflect a valid conclusion that one
might make based on the stated objectives of the
7220.29 instruction and thus the 1397 report?
(5) Items 6605010408577 through 6605010470163 and
6605010557466 show that Newark AFS And Litton
Systems Inc. worked the same item with the cost /unit
varying from 1.3 times to 21.4 times more for Litton
to repair the item than Newark. This variance
occurred while the quantities concerned remain within
the range of 5.6% to 26.9% of each other. Is there a
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difference 'in the method of costing an item between
a private contractor and the Air Force? Can the
difference be explained by a difference in labor,
material, G & A costs or overhead application
methods? Was part of the cost a premium in order
to have the item repaired on a rush or "short fuse"
basis? Was the government charged a fair/unfair rate
or does the government not really recognize all the
costs associated with the repair or manufacturing
of an item?
(6) Items repaired by Oklahoma AFLC and Chromalloy
American Co. reflect the exact same cost /unit though
the quantities vary from almost the same to twenty-
six times the other. The questions to be answered
here certainly Seclude but are not limited to
those- addressed in item 5 above.
(7) Item 4720004800073 was repaired at four depots,
including Sacramento and Ogden , with the cost /unit
ranging from a low of $9.00 to $65.00. The ques-
tions to be answered regarding this item are
looked at more closely with respect to Sacramento
and Ogden later in this chapter.
E. COMPARISON OF TABLE 14 CONTENTS FOR SACRAMENTO AND OGDEN
Over twenty selected records were extracted from the
1983 data base for review. Sixteen were chosen for close
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review, six not deemed worthy of further attention due to
the five digit code assigned (aggregate group code, speci-
fic item costs not separable or identifiable). Nine of the
sixteen remaining 13 digit identification coded items were
worked at both Sacramento and Ogden depots. They were
extracted for a closer review of exactly what went into
the aggregated data presented in Table 14. Only four
of the nine selected records chosen indicated repair data
each year from 1979 through 1983. This last factor was
investigated in order to establish a time series trend
analysis or at least verify the inflation factor that
might have been applied or the changes in labor and other
rates.
Resources permitted an intensive analysis of only those
observations with direct connection to Sacramento and
Ogden. What are the objectives and can Sacramento and
Ogden be evaluated on meeting the objectives based on the
data in Table 14? Does the information exist in another
form that would allow a better and more thorough evaluation
of the degree of achievement of any of the objectives?
Initially, the idea was to select items from Table 14 and
to determine through Selected Record data on those items,
what degree of consistency exists, and to what extent
does Table 14 data present the information to allow the
1397 objectives to be met and valid assumptions and deci-
sions to be made based on the data presented?
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Based on the foregoing information and the availability
of Sacramento's actual planning sheets, item 4720004800073,
flexible hose and tube, was selected. The item was worked
at four different depots with the cost per unit ranging
from $9.00 to $65.00. The number of units worked ranged
from 3 to 49. Table 2 provides the data for 1983 in a
table format
.
The next ten items may reveal little when taken
separately however, they definitely raise serious ques-
tions with respect to the "implicit intent" of the Table 14
data. Items that appear to be inconsistent and warrant
additional analysis to ensure that a valid comparison is
made as to the efficiency of the depots are as follows:
(1) The inventory price reported by each depot varies
from a low of $12 to a high of $56. Inventory price
is supposed to be stabilized throughout the Air
Force and extracted from the GOO 4H Material Cost
System.
(2) Ogden is the only depot to report any funded direct
material cost even though one of the goals for the
7220. 29's is to have reporting consistency. Did
Sacramento not have any funded cost or omit this
for some reason?
(3) Warner Robins reported no unfunded operations
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1444 .00 372 .00 177 .00 116 .00
1398 .00 36S'.00 196 .00 135 .00
49 38 3 4
.489 .211 1.3 .75
29 .47 9.79 59 .00 29 .00
28 .00 9.00 65 .00 33 .00
Note: On only two records of nine, during a five year period
was the Field "Work Days in Process" used ('79 by
Ogden and '83 by Sacramento).
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(4) Sacramento's application of funded overhead is 2.26
times the direct labor cost whereas the other depots
have an almost one to one ratio. From Table 1,
Sacramento had the lowest G k A cost to labor ratio of
ALL AFLC's. If Sacramento is the lowest, what cost
efficient measures are the other depots taking in this
area that Sacramento might benefit from?
(5) Ogden ' s unfunded overhead exceeds the other depots from
five to sixteen times as much. Why is there that much
variance in overhead application from depot to depot
for the same item?
(6) Though the quantities are nearly the same, the hours
per unit for Sacramento are 2.3 times the hours for
gden .
( wyThe ^cost /unit fjlflEre is larger on the part of
Sacramento. This" may be due to the greater time
spent per unit, thus the increased labor cost and the
greater overhead application. A review of the work
sheets for this particular item from Sacramento reveals
that the standard hours allowed by the planner for. this
job is 1.95 for two of five units and 2.3 for the other
three. These work orders were written by the same
planner, on the same day, for the same job specification
(Appendix I and J)
(8) The difference between the cost figures from the selec-
ted records and the Table 14 data suggests that some
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possible transformation takes place in the aggregation
of data for Table 14. The HO 36B is programmed to
calculate the average unit repair cost from the data
submitted by the local depots on the HO 36A report.
(9) If Ogden is the lead depot, why is Sacramento doing
so much business for this item, especially if Ogden
is less expensive?
(10) Only two records of nine showed the field "Work Days
in Process" used during the five year period.
Table 3 shows the data from the selected records of
Ogden AFLC for the five year period from 1979 to 1983.
Five items and data that appears inconsistent and suggest
a more in depth review before making comparability and effi-
ciency decisions are as follows:
(1) The inventory price increases each year starting in
1979 50%, 50%, 22%, 8.3% respectively. Possible
explanations are the inflation factor for the year
created this increase or was the material just not
used in the early years and thus reflects purchase
prices that are not current and more recent years
reflect the recent or current price.
(2) No direct material cost were recorded in 1981 (only
two units were manufactured). Does this indicate
that the material was scrap/spare and had already





Flexible Tube and Hose Manufacturing
79 80 81
Inventory Price 4.00 6.00 9.00
Dir. Civ. Labor
Prod. Cost 82.00 87.00 8.00
Dir. Civ. Labor
Prod . Hrs .
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(3) In both 1979 and 1981, operations overhead cost was
recorded as SI. 00 despite the fact that units manu-
factured varied (45 vs. 2 respectively). Is this
indicative of a possible error in recording of
actual cost through the labor hours exception
reporting, product count, and standards?
(4) The hours per unit remains in a relatively narrow
range of .1778 to .211 with the exception of .5 for
1981. Can this be fully explained by the extremely
low number of units manufactured (two) and the
resultant loss in economies of scale?
(5) The cost/unit vs. replacement cost was 11.8% over
replacement cost from '79 to '81 and under by 21.45%
for the last two years. Is this a reflection of the
change in sales rate that Ogden was directed to use
in order to have a zero profit /loss over the years?
Would this also be reflected in the OCBB and in the
GOO 4C , Work Load and Program Control System?
The inconsistencies mentioned above draw serious ques-
tions as to whether or not the data as aggregated and pre-
sented in Table 14 can be used to make decisions based on
the objectives stated in the DOD Cost Accounting Guide
and selected for this research specifically. The observa-
tions and presentation of data in this chapter are
discussed and recommendations made in chapter five. The
making of valid decisions from the 1397 report as presently
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configured appears to be questionable at best yet valid
data are available and can be used. Chapter V addresses
specific areas for enhanced presentation of data.
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V. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
This final chapter presents conclusions, recommenda-
tions, and areas for further study of the systems that
might provide a better product for OASD and those that
would use the 7220.29 report.
A. GENERAL DISCUSSION
Before the specific conclusions and recommendations are
presented, several general points should be raised.
(1) Is the 1397 report a tool for military management as
stated in the 7220.29 instruction or is it a tool
for the analyst?
(2) Should we accept a level of "inefficiency" to main-
tain an industrial base to support the military
establishment in time of national defense?
(3) In reviewing data, what quantity difference do we
find acceptable for comparison purposes?
(4) In reviewing data, do we consider the nature or cir-
cumstances (i.e. the aircraft must be in the air for
a mission in twenty-four hours, the ship must sail
by 0800) surrounding the depot level job order?
What price do we put on the mission essent ial /cri-
tical repair?
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(5) How do we value a mission essential repair today
versus a replacement part available in two days?
How do we report this cost in the 1397?
(6) Do we really need to annotate this report (the
1397), in order to answer the questions of the
analyst ?
(7) How do we address the myriad of factors that can
go into any accounting system which make any com-
parison of data between systems very difficult; for
instance plant capabilities, plant lay out, skill
levels, set up times, etc.?
The preceding questions must be answered by the
party responsible for the 7220.29 instruction and the
associated users before any truly fruitful progress can
be made . ^b*
B. CONCLUSIONS
In a very strict sense, the three objectives selected
from the 7220.29 for emphasis in this research:
(1) Compare unit cost incurred with the alternate of
replacement cost
.
(2) Compare cost among organic depots or between
organic and contract sources.
(3) Evaluate depot maintenance and maintenance support
activities for efficient use of resources, and
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identify marginally efficient maintenance
activities, are being met.
Webster's Collegiate Dictionary defines compare "to
represent as similar, to examine the character or quali-
ties of especially in order to discover resemblances or
differences." Although the data are comparable if the
'individual using it is knowledgeable about how it was
aggregated (for instance, depot managers) the data are
not comparable for use by an analyst who is not familiar
with the data collection system. However the analyst
might think that the data could be used to address ques-
tions of fraud, waste, and abuse because of the stated
purpose of the 7220.29 instruction, its implications, and
the Table 14 format. The following thirteen conclusions
are presented and based uptyn the assumption that the data
may be used by those who do not completely understand the
data before them. To help the reader, the conclusions/
findings are presented in the following format:
— the conclusion/finding
-- the area in Chapter IV that presents supporting
or conflicting data.
(1) No means exists to flag or note a change in sales
rate, held in the GOO 4C system (Work Load and
Program Control System), from year to year.
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(2) No other table in the 1397 report is formatted in
any manner that allows "evaluation" of the chosen
objectives so precisely and easily.
(3) Except for the Selected Records, no table exists to
measure or compare "standard costs." Even the
selected record data fails to reveal a "standard
cost." An inventory cost exists, but is that the
standard when engineered standards are available?
(4) Can a valid comparison between depots repairing the
same item be made if it is Air Force policy to have
item managers or specific depots specialize in the
repair of an item? This policy is in itself a
response to Congress and an effort to economize and
improve efficiency throughout the Air Force by
centralizing work efforts. (4.D.1 and 4.D.2)
(5) No notation exists to indicate that the total
cost of breakdown, transportation, and reassembly
of the individual elements of some composite item is
greater than a single depot being inefficient with
regard to some of the parts? (4.D.3)
(6) No error checking program or special notation
signifying that management has reviewed the existing
data is installed to prevent data such as that
represented by items 1680010366393 through
1680010366398 (i.e. constant price/unit though the
quantity varies) (4.D.4)
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(7) No specific management control exists to inform per-
sonnel reviewing the 1397 that when a difference
between government and contractor price varies by
more than X% special attention should be given to
that item to ensure the extra price was considered
for that particular instance (e.g. military training,
military criticality, mission degradation)
(4.D.5 and 4 .D.6
)
(8) No means exists to ensure that four separate depots
report the same inventory price. (4.E.1)
(9) No check exists to ensure all appropriate data is
entered or annotated as required. (4.E.2 and 4.E.3)
(10) No means exists to qualify the hours spent /unit when
the variance from a standard is high. (4.E.6)
QJ. ) No means exists to error-check the aggregation of *
data from the selected records to the Table 14
format. (4.E.8)
(12) Some error checking may be so rigid that figures are
entered just to have the data accepted, vice having
the data right. (4.E.3)
(13) No notation exists to indicate that some changes in
price can be attributed directly to the required




Before any of the following recommendations may be
implemented, those responsible for the 7220.29 should
specifically identify what they expect from the data and
the various table formats. It would be just as dangerous
to implement the following recommendations without a careful
review of the goals or objectives of the data collection
effort as it would be to carry out the recommendations
based on the present findings. The recommendations to
follow are aimed at allowing the data that are available
to special interest groups, such as Congress, to be
reviewed properly and have valid conclusions drawn based
on the data.
(1) Based on the conclusions drawn and supporting docu-
mentation in paragraphs 5.B.2, 3, 4, 5, 7, ar^d 13
above, it is recommended to change the stated objec-
tives in the 7220.29 to indicate that the data
is collected in a consistent fashion. To fully
understand the meaning of the data, the instruction
should explicitly state that before any comparisons
or efficiency evaluations are made, a more detailed
look at Selected Records is required.
(2) Based on the conclusions drawn and supporting docu-
mentation presented in paragraphs 5.B.1, 5, and 13
above, it is recommended that some degree of
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explanation on how the data in a table were aggre-
gated and when a greater review of other data will
complement and enhance the decision process.
(3) Based on the conclusion drawn and supporting docu-
mentation presented in paragraphs 5.B.9, 11, and 12
above, it is recommended that an error checking pro-
gram be developed to ensure that data transmitted
from the depot to Headquarters are an exact duplicate
of the original data.
(4) Based on the conclusions drawn and supporting
documentation presented in paragraph 5.B.8, it is
recommended to develop an error checking program
to catch such differences as inventory prices between
depots and require an explanation or notation for
suCSV^if ferences
.
(5) Based on the conclusions drawn and supporting documen-
tation presented in paragraph 5.B.2, it is recommended
to eliminate the column in Table 14 "cost/unit"
unless specific note is made regarding the charac-
teristic of the data. The instruction should state
that before valid comparisons with data from other
facilities is made, a careful analysis of input
data and facility characteristics is required.
D. QUESTIONS FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH
The answers to the following questions may aid the
users of the 1397 report data in their decision making.
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(1) Have the objectives of the 7220. 29-H instruction
changed and if they have, what are the new
objectives?
(2) What data are needed and how should the data be
formatted?
(3) What is the best way to indicate the influence
of the changing sales rate on unit costs?
(4) Do private contractors cost differently than the
depot?
(5) How can mission essential repairs be indicated in
the 1397 report?
E. SUMMARY
Does the 7220.29 report meet its objectives and provide
the data decision makers need? As discussed earlier, the
myriad of factors that go into any accounting system must
be adequately addressed. Such things as: the various
plant capabilities, the depreciation schedules, equipment
-age and sophistication, plant layout, and various avail-
able skill levels all reflect areas of impact on comparing
any two organizations with respect to efficiency and
effectiveness. Strictly speaking, the 1397 meets the
objectives. On the other hand, if the report is more
broadly reviewed, the adequacy of the present system
leaves much open to question and interpretation.
This study is an attempt to discover the extent to
which various depots use uniform cost accounting procedures
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and provide valid data to OASD . While there may be some
problems at the depot level of data accumulation, they are
of minor consequence. The major area of concern appears to
be in the presentation and subsequent interpretation of the
formatted data. The data may be misleading and open to
misinterpretation by an unknowledgeable user. A better
format for data or a caveat/explanation is required to
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APPENDIX B
RCC OPERATING COST REPORT
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APPENDIX D
MONTHLY ACTUAL MATERIAL COST RECAP BY COST CODE WITHIN RCC
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DO 32 Inventory Manager Stock Control and Distribution
System
EO 46A AFLC Standard Data System
GOO 1C Maintenance Data Collection System
GOO 4K Maintenance Facility Master Plan System
GO 17 Depot Plant Equipment Program System
GO 28 Maintenance Engineering Data Support (MEDS)
System
GO 37F Mission, Design and Series ( MDS ) /Pro ject Workload
Analysis Planning System
GO 72C Depot Maintenance Program and Long Range Planning
System
GO 98 Maintenance Requirements Data System (For*.
Analytical Interval Determination)
GO 46 Maintenance Job Tracking System
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APPENDIX G
DOD 7220.29 OBJECTIVES AND USE
A. OBJECTIVES
The principal objective of this handbook is to
establish a uniform cost accounting system for use in
accumulating the costs of depot maintenance activities as
they relate to the weapon systems supported or items main-
tained. The handbook provides principles and procedures to-
assure uniform recordation, accumulation, and reporting
on depot maintenance operations and maintenance support
activities. The cost system will be controlled by a
double-entry, accrual-based general ledger accounting
«
system.
The information ...will assist in the measurement of
productivity, the development of performance and cost
standards and determination of areas for management
empahsis . .
.
B. MANAGEMENT USE OF UNIFORM DEPOT MAINTENANCE COST AND
PRODUCTION DATA
Managers will have available to them from the cost and
production reporting system a wealth of depot maintenance
and maintenance support management data which may be used to
96
(1) Develop the depot maintenance and maintenance
support work programs;
(2) Measure actual utilization of resources against
planned programs;
(3) Provide managerial direction and guidance with
respect to the status of programs;
(4) Develop standard unit costs of depot maintenance
work
;
(5) Compare unit cost incurred to the standard unit
cost of work completed;
(6) Compare unit cost incurred with the alternative
of replacement cost;
(7) Compare cost among organic depots or between organic
and contract sources;
«
(8) Evaluate depot maintenance and maintenance support
activities for efficient use of resources, and
identify marginally efficient maintenance
act ivit ies ;
(9) Assist in control of cost over /under— runs
.
C. Reports to the Congress and the general public con-
cerning and consumption of resources in the performance of
depot maintenance and maintenance support will be facilitated




Table 1 Total Depot Maintenance Cost
Table 2 Cost by Program Element and Commodity
Table 3 Cost by Facility Type and Commodity
Table 3A Cost by Facility Type and Commodity, Depot
Maintenance Work Performance Categories
Table 3B Cost by Facility Type and Commodity, Main-
tenance Support Work Performance Categories
Table 4 Selected Facility Performance Statistics
Table 5 Cost by Facility and Commodity
Table 6 Cost Breakdown by Organic Depot Maintenance
Act ivit ies * *s ,
Table 8 Cost Breakdown by Contract Activities
Table 9 Cost Breakdown by ' Interservice Activities
Table 10 Total Cost by Weapon System and Non-Maintenance
Support Work Performance Categories
Table 11 Total Cost by Weapon System and Maintenance
Support Work Performance Categories
Table 12 Items Maintained in excess of 100% of Standard
Inventory Price by Facility
Table 13 Total Cost by Weapon System and Work Break-
down Structure
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Table 14 Items Repaired at More Than One Facility-
Criterion
—
Prod Qty X Total Cost GTE $50,000
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APPENDIX I
TEMPORARY WORK REQUEST DBF 30931
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